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Abstract— We present a new protocol for scheduling
TDMA transmissions in a mobile ad hoc network. In this
protocol, nodes may reserve time slots for unicast, multicast
or broadcast transmissions. The protocol uses contention-
based access between nodes to reserve transmission time
slots, and its operation is distributed and concurrent. The
protocol is independent of network size (measured in the
number of nodes), and can be used in large or dynamic net-
works. The protocol’s performance is studied via simulation
and compared with the IEEE 802.11 protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important aspect of mobile ad hoc networks is
medium access control (MAC). The IEEE 802.11 proto-
col [1] is based on CSMA/CA, whereby nodes acquire the
channel using a contention-based RTS/CTS message ex-
change. Although it is widely used, its contention-based
nature makes it difficult to reserve bandwidth, which is
often desired by real-time multimedia traffic. Schedule-
based MAC protocols, such as TDMA, are potentially bet-
ter suited to meet these Quality of Service (QoS) require-
ments by reserving bandwidth and following the resultant
transmission schedule. Generation of such a schedule with
a distributed protocol is difficult, especially in a network
whose topology and traffic pattern (bandwidth require-
ments) change frequently. TDMA scheduling in ad hoc
networks (or packet radio networks) has been extensively
studied. It is hard to produce the optimal schedule even
with accurate, global information (NP-complete) [2], [3],
[4], and some previous works have designed distributed
protocols requiring only local information [3], [5], [6]. In
these protocols, nodes follow a pre-defined order and make
their slot reservations one after another. They are con-
strainted by network size and work best in small networks.
Some protocols developed recently ([7], [8], [9]) gener-
ate transmission schedules using contention as a means of
signaling. Their scheduling overhead is insensitive to the
network size, hence they are more flexible and can be used
in large networks.
In this paper, we develop a new distributed protocol for
generating and maintaining TDMA transmission sched-
ules which accommodate both a randomly-changing net-
work topologies and a dynamic bandwidth requirement.
The protocol uses contention when generating the sched-
ules, hence its operation is not affected by the network size
but only by the node density. Consequently it is scalable
and can be used in large networks. In this protocol, termed
the Evolutionary-TDMA scheduling protocol (E-TDMA),
a node can reserve conflict-free time slots for transmission
to one (unicast), or some (multicast) or all (broadcast) of
its one-hop neighbors. The resulting schedule is a mixture
of unicast, multicast and broadcast transmissions. The pro-
tocol deals with the frequent changes in the network topol-
ogy and in the traffic pattern by frequently updating the
current schedules in an incremental, or evolutionary, man-
ner. The schedules can be updated in many parts of the
network simultaneously, and a node only interacts with its
neighbors when reserving time slots. By transmitting in re-
served, conflict-free time slots, a node is guaranteed band-
width and may enjoy better quality-of-service support than
when using a contention-based protocol such as 802.11.
Simulation is used to compare E-TDMA with 802.11, and
shows that E-TDMA outperforms 802.11 for constant bit
rate (CBR) traffic in terms of throughput and delay, espe-
cially under heavy load, in networks with low to moderate
mobility.
II. EVOLUTIONARY-TDMA SCHEDULING PROTOCOL
The E-TDMA protocol allows nodes to assign TDMA
transmission slots among themselves as network composi-
tion and bandwidth demands change. The protocol pro-
duces two TDMA schedules simultaneously, each used
i a different portion of the same channel and for differ-
ent purpose. The first schedule is a broadcast schedule
in which every node is assigned one slot. This broad-
cast schedule is used for nodes to exchange information
in the control frame and is called the control schedule
(ctrl schedule). The second schedule carries user gen-
erated traffic in the information frame, and is called the
information schedule (info schedule). All reservations
here areone-hopreservations. In theinfo schedule, a
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node can reserve a different number of slots to transmit to
one (unicast), or some (multicast), or all (broadcast) of its
neighbors, depending on its need. Both thectrl schedule
and theinfo schedule reflect the topology of the network.
Furthermore, as the network topology and the bandwidth
requirements change, the schedules adjust accordingly to
maintain conflict-free transmissions. The algorithm copes
with changes in the network topology and bandwidth re-
quirements in an incremental manner in order to minimize
the re-scheduling overhead and to support QoS to the ex-
tent possible in these networks.
In the protocol, all nodes participate in the scheduling
process on an equal basis. The scheduling process is exe-
cuted across the entire network at the same time. Nodes do
not wait in some particular order to schedule their trans-
missions. They determine who can reserve transmission
slots by contending for a permission in their neighbor-
hoods (called a temporary color), and many nodes can
acquire this permission and schedule their transmissions
simultaneously. This reduces protocol overhead and en-
hances robustness. Essentially, every node is responsible
for its own transmission schedule. A node can reserve a
conflict-free time slot to transmit to a set of its one-hop
neighbors. If any of its receivers begin to suffer colli-
sions caused by some topological change, the transmitter
learns this from that receiver and stops transmission in the
slot. It can reserve another time slot if it needs to. Af-
ter a transmission is complete, the transmitter releases the
slot, which can be reserved for another transmission. A
node only needs to exchange information with its one-hop
neighbors. Because of the local nature of the protocol, it is
not sensitive to the network size. It is not affected by net-
work partition either. It is suitable for a large network of
changing size, such as a large, mobile military formation.
We make the following assumptions about the network:
• Nodes keep perfect timing. Accurate, global time is
available to every node;
• Links are symmetric. The topology of the network can
be represented by an undirected graph;
• The network topology changes slowly relative to
packet transmission time;
• Every node is able to operate the Five Phase Reserva-
tion Protocol (FPRP)1;
• The only reception error is caused by packet collision.
A. Notations used by E-TDMA
The activity of a nodeni in a given slots is represented
as a pair(state(s), target(s)), wherestate(s) is the ac-
tivity of this node in slots, and target is a set of one-
1FPRP is a protocol with which a node can contend for and reserve a
broadcast slot. Details of FPRP can be found in [7].
A
F G H
B C D E
A: (state(s) = Idle)
B: (state(s) = Block_r)
C: (state(s) = Trans, target(s) = D)
D: (state(s) = Recv, target(s) = C)
E: (state(s) = Block_t)
F: (state(s) = Trans, target(s) = G)
G: (state(s) = Collision)
H: (state(H) = Block_tr)
Fig. 1. Slot states defined by the E-TDMA protocol.
hop neighbors to/from which this node transmits/receives
in slots. An one-hop neighbor is sometimes simply called
a neighbor. Due to the constraints required for conflict-free
TDMA transmissions, the activity of a nodeni in a slots
can be classified into the following states:
1. Trans—nodeni transmits to a set of neighborsR :
(state(s) = Trans, target(s) = R). If the trans-
mission is a broadcast,target(s) = Broadcast;
2. Recv—node ni receives from a neighbornj:
(state(s) = Recv, target(s) = nj). For this case
|target(s)|=1;
If nodeni is not transmitting or receiving in slots, it
is in one of the following states:
3. Block t—nodeni is blocked from transmitting be-
cause at least one of its neighbors receives from
another node, and none of its neighbors transmits:
(state(s) = Block t);
4. Block r—nodeni is blocked from receiving because
at least one neighbor is transmitting to another node,
and none of its neighbors receives:(state(s) =
Block r);
5. Block tr—node ni is both blocked from transmit-
ting because at least one neighbor is receiving, and
blocked from receiving because at least another neigh-
bor is transmitting:(state(s) = Block tr);
6. Collision—nodeni is experiencing a collision when
it is supposed to receive from a neighbor:(state(s) =
Collision);
7. Idle—node ni is idle when none of its neighbors
transmits or receives in slots: (state(s) = Idle).
Note that thetarget field is only defined for states
Trans andRecv. For the other states it is not meaningful.
These states are mutually exclusive, i.e. a node can be in
only one of these states at a given time slot. Any slot when
a node does not transmit can be called a passive slot. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates these different states. Suppose in a slots a
nodeC transmits toD and nodeF transmits toG (their
transmissions to the intended receivers are shown with
arrows). Note that these transmissions also reach other
one-hop neighbors of the transmitters due to the broad-
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cast medium (not shown). NodeD can successfully re-
ceive fromC, becauseC is its only neighbor transmitting
in that slot. The transmission ofC also reachesG and col-
lides with the transmission fromF . NodeG suffers a col-
lision in the slot. The states of other nodes (A,B,E,H) not
in Trans or Recv are determined by their positions rel-
ative to the transmitters (F,C) and the intended receivers
(D,G).
B. Frame structure of E-TDMA
The protocol operates within a single TDMA channel.
The channel is partitioned into two epochs: a control epoch
where the schedules are updated by the protocol, and an in-
formation epoch where user data transmission takes place.
The two epochs are interleaved periodically. The frame
structure of the protocol is defined in Figure 2. An infor-
mation epoch hasK information frames, and each con-
sists ofL information slots. In an information slot, a node
transmits or receives a MAC data frame with its neighbors
according to theinfo schedule. How many slots a node
needs in theinfo schedule and to which neighbor(s) the
transmission in a slot is addressed depends on the type and
the amount of out-going traffic at this node, and this can be
time-varying. E-TDMA accommodates these transmission
requirements by updating theinfo schedule periodically.
The activeinfo schedule is updated in the preceding con-
trol epoch. A control epoch has two phases: a contention
(C) phase and an allocation (A) phase. A contention phase
is divided intoN contention slots, each consisting of a
number of Five Phase Reservation Protocol (FPRP) cycles.
A contention slot corresponds to a temporary color (to be
defined later), and if a node needs to acquire a temporary
color, it contends using the FPRP protocol in the corre-
spondingC slots. If successful, it reserves the temporary
color for the current control epoch. An allocation phase
hasN frames. In anA frame, nodes exchange information
with their one-hop neighbors by transmitting according to
thectrl schedule. A transmission in thectrl schedule is
a broadcast; hence thectrl schedule is a broadcast sched-
ule. In the parlance of graph theory, the broadcast sched-
ule corresponds to a distance-2 node coloring. For this
reason a slot in thectrl schedule is also called a color.
There are two types of colors in thectrl schedule: N
temporary colors andM permanent colors. A node has
at most one permanent color and one temporary color in
the ctrl schedule. Possessing a temporary color equates
to having a permission to reserve new information slots or
permanent colors. If a node needs to make a new reser-
vation in a control epoch, it first needs to acquire permis-
sion. A temporary color becomes invalid after the control
epoch in which it is granted, and if a node wants to make
 
   Contention Phase  Allocation Phase IS1 ...... ISL
C1
FPRP reservation 
     cycles
...C2 CN A1 A2 ... AN
pc1 ... pcM ... tc1tcN
Information frame Information frame.....
pc1 ... pcM ... tc2 tcN pc1 ... pcM tcN
Control epoch Control epoch
Information epoch
K1
Fig. 2. Frame structure of E-TDMA. There areM per-
manent colors (pc1, ..., pcM ) and N temporary colors
(tc1, ..., tcN ). There areK information frames in an in-
formation epoch andL information slots (IS1, ..., ISL) in
an information frame.
another reservation later it has to contend again using the
FPRP. The permanent color of a node lasts much longer.
A node needs a permanent color in thectrl schedule for
exchanging its scheduling information with its neighbors
(but not for making new reservations). Once a node ac-
quires a permanent color, it transmits in every slot desig-
nated this color as long as its transmission does not collide
with others. If a collision occurs due to some topologi-
cal change, a node will discard its current permanent color
and acquire a new one. How a node acquires its perma-
nent color will be described later. DifferentA frames have
different lengths. The firstA frame (A1) hasM slots cor-
responding to theM permanent colors andN slots corre-
sponding to theN temporary colors. Slots corresponding
to the temporary colors are placed after the permanent col-
ors and are arranged inreverseorder. The number of slots
corresponding to the temporary colors decrements in each
subsequentA frame. Temporary colortc1 only appears in
A1, tc2 only in A1 andA2, and so on. The lastA frame
has onlyM + 1 slots corresponding to theM permanent
colors and the temporary colortcN .
C. Details of E-TDMA
Every node generates and maintains its own schedules
in collaboration with its neighbors. The schedule of the
ntire network is simply the collection of the schedules of
all the nodes. No single node has global information such
as the size, the membership or the schedules of the entire
network. A node only directly interacts with its one-hop
neighbors. For a given node, another node two hops away
could cause interference if they both transmit in the same
slot, but such interference or a collision takes place at an
ne-hop neighbor. By knowing the schedules of this one-
hop neighbor, this node indirectly learns the relevant part
of the schedules of this two-hop neighbor. This way it is
able to avoid a collision.
For example, suppose nodesn1 andn2 are one-hop and
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two-hop neighbors of a noden0, respectively. Ifn2 re-
serves a slot to transmit ton1, by knowing thatn1 receives
from n2 in that slot,n0 indirectly learns about the trans-
mission ofn2. It will avoid transmission in the same slot
in order not to interfere. In this way the transmission in-
formation of the two-hop neighbors are embedded in the
schedules of the one-hop neighbors, and nodes two hops
apart do not need to communicate directly. A node does
not need or have any information about nodes beyond its
two hop range.
Nodes exchange their schedules periodically in the con-
trol epochs. A node keeps its neighbor information in a
list NB. By tracking its neighbors and their schedules,
it knows which slots are in use and hence which slots are
available. It uses this information to reserve its new slots.
Many nodes can reserve their transmission slots simulta-
neously. Because the set of nodes that reserve their slots
at the same time is determined by the FPRP protocol, they
are likely to be three or more hops apart. Thus they can
reserve their time slots independently without causing col-
lisions.
When the schedules are updated, they are always up-
dated on the basis of the existing schedules. A reservation
is only released when its transmission is complete, or when
it suffers a collision, but one is never released to accom-
modate a new reservation. A new reservation can be made
only if it does not conflict with any reservations established
earlier. The resulting schedules evolve over time with the
changing topology and traffic pattern. This gives E-TDMA
protocol its name. In order to illustrate the incremental na-
ture of the protocol, we describe below how it works in a
scenario where a set of existing schedules (ctrl schedule
andinfo schedule) have already been running in the net-
work. It will be seen later that network initialization,
where the old schedules are non-existent, is a trivial case
of this scenario.
C.1 The Contention (C) Phase
The purpose of the contention phase is to assign theN
temporary colors to the nodes. Remember temporary col-
ors are permissions for reserving new slots in a control
epoch. If a node needs to reserve a permanent color for
its ctrl schedule (if it does not already have one), or an
information slot in theinfo schedule (if it has new traffic
arrival and requires more transmission bandwidth), it first
contends in theC phase for a temporary color with the
FPRP protocol. FPRP is a protocol for a node to reserve
a broadcast slot with contention using a five-phase mes-
sage exchange [7]. It ensures that only nodes three hops
apart or further can acquire the same temporary color2. If
successful, a node will transmit in slots corresponding to
this temporary color (along with any slots corresponding
to its permanent color) in the allocation phase of this con-
trol epoch. In one of these slots it will reserve the times
slots it needs if available.
C.2 The Allocation Phase
In this phase a node transmits its current schedules in a
schedule update frame (su frame) in a slot designated to
its permanent or temporary color, and listens for schedules
transmitted by its neighbors in other slots. It updates its list
NB as it receives transmissions from others. If the entry of
a neighbor inNB has not been updated for some time, that
neighbor is deemed to have moved away (or powered off)
and its entry is deleted. As a node listens for the schedules
of the others, it also makes adjustments to its own sched-
ules based on what it hears. Among the possible states of a
slot described earlier, the most important states areTrans
andRecv. We describe under what conditions a node can
start (or stop) transmission to (or reception from) a one-
hop neighbor.
A node should explicitly release a slot it no longer
needs. A node may release an information slot in
info schedule when its transmission to the receiver(s)
has completed, or when learning its transmission is col-
liding at a receiver (by hearing the schedule broadcasted
by that receiver). Also, a node may release a slot in the
ctrl schedule (a permanent color) after it finds its trans-
mission in this slot is colliding at one of its one-hop neigh-
bors. Unused slots are released in the beginning of the al-
location phase. To release a slots, a node simply changes
its state of the slot fromTrans to one of the passive states,
depending on the states of its neighbors. Its neighbors will
be informed of this change when this node broadcasts its
updated schedules. When a receiver of this transmission
receives the broadcast, it learns the slot is released by the
transmitter and stops receiving in that slot. A released slot
can be reserved later for another transmission.
Reserving a new slot requires more care than releasing a
slot, due to the possible conflict caused by a reservation. In
theith allocation frame, only nodes which acquired theith
temporary color in the preceding contention phase can re-
serve new information slots and permanent colors. There
can be many nodes in this set, and the size of this set is
likely to grow with the size of the network. In theith allo-
cation frame, the slot designated to temporary colortci is
located at the very end. A node with colortci chooses its
2We neglect the small probability of collision among two adjacent
nodes not sharing a common neighbor here for ease of discussion.
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new transmission slots just before it announces its sched-
ules to the neighbors in this last slot. (If a node also broad-
casts in an earlier slot of this frame designated to its perma-
nent color, it is not allowed to choose its new slots then.)
By this time it has received broadcasts from all its one-hop
neighbors with valid permanent or temporary colors and
has learned their schedules. This node now chooses its new
transmission slots based on this latest information. It can
reserve a permanent color in thectrl schedule if it needs
one, and reserve information slots in theinfo schedule
depending on its traffic requirement. If a nodeni wants to
reserve a new slots transmitting to a neighbornj, it picks
a slot s when the receivernj is eitherIdle or Block t,
and itself is eitherIdle or Block r. If there are multiple
slots satisfying the criteria, a node chooses one of them
randomly. A node incorporates its new reservations into
its schedules and broadcasts the updated schedules to its
neighbors. The receivers of its new transmissions changes
their states in the corresponding slots toRecv. A reserva-
tion is established in this way. Transmission subsequently
takes place in this reserved slot in the corresponding infor-
mation frames until the transmitter releases the slot.
After the ith allocation frame, every node with tempo-
rary colortci has had a chance to reserve new information
slots and permanent colors. Whether they are able to re-
serve the slots they need depends on the current load and
the schedules of its neighbors. The temporary colortci is
no longer useful, so it disappears from the rest of this al-
location phase. The Appendix contains a pseudo-code of
E-TDMA that provides more details on the algorithm.
It can be proven that E-TDMA satisfies the following
properties. Their proves are omitted here.
Property 1: If nodes in a network do not move, the
schedules produced by E-TDMA are conflict-free for ev-
ery node with a valid permanent color.
Property 2: When nodes move, collisions could take
place in the schedules. For a node with a valid permanent
color, a collision could last, at most, the duration of an
information epoch.
Note that the schedules are conflict-free only for nodes
with valid permanent colors. For a nodeni without a per-
manent color, it cannot make its current schedules known
to its neighbors. Therefore there is no guarantee that
frames will not collide at this node. The minimum num-
ber of permanent colors required to cover every node of a
network is its distance-2 chromatic number, and is closely
related to the maximal nodal degreeρ (it is lower bounded
by ρ+1). The number of permanent colors should be large
enough that every node can acquire a permanent color with
high probability. By providing only a fixed number of per-
manent colors, E-TDMA is limited by nodal density and
cannot cope with the situation when all the nodes gather
in a small area. It works best when the nodal density is
uniform accross the network.
When a node loses an information slot or its permanent
color due to a collision, if it still needs it (a node always
needs a permanent color) it will try to reserve another one
in the next control epoch. To reduce the duration of the col-
lisions, it is desirable to update the schedules more often
and thus to have short information epochs. However, un-
less the length of the control epoch is reduced accordingly,
this increases the overhead of E-TDMA. As a compromise,
one can choose theshortestcontrol epoch (i.e. only using
onetemporary color) while reducing the length of the in-
formation epochs (by reducing the number of information
frames) until the overhead of E-TDMA reaches its maxi-
mal allowance. (This is the approach we take in our imple-
mentations in the simulator.) However, the frame structure
d cribed previously, where the number of the temporary
colors is a design variable, is still useful if the length of
the information epoch is determined by other considera-
tions. As nodes move faster, the topology changes more
frequently and collisions take place more often. It takes
time for the protocol to resolve the conflict and to make
new reservations. For E-TDMA to work well, it is nec-
essary that nodes do not move too fast. As a reservation-
based protocol, E-TDMA fails when the network becomes
too volatile. How frequently the schedules are updated de-
termines how well E-TDMA handles network mobility.
When a node is turned on, if there are other nearby
nodes already operating, it can learn the schedules of these
neighbors and build up itsNB list by listening for their
broadcasts. After it acquires a permanent color, this node
becomes fully operational. If every node is turned on at the
same time, both thectrl schedule and theinfo schedule
are null everywhere in the network. All the nodes would
contend in the beginning because they all need permanent
colors. In each control epoch, some nodes would succeed,
first to acquire a temporary color then to acquire a perma-
nent color, and become operational afterwards. There is
no difference from the protocol’s point of view; therefore
E-TDMA does not have an explicit “network initialization
phase”.
D. Comparison with other protocols
To better understand E-TDMA, we compare it with
other protocols that also use contention to make reserva-
tions. In FPRP [7], HRMA [8] or ADAPT [9], nodes
contend in the slots they want to reserve (or their equiv-
alence) directly. In E-TDMA, a node contends for per-
mission to make a reservation in its neighborhood exclu-
sively. A node only needs to get the permission once, even
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if it needs multiple slots. After obtaining the permission,
a node picks its new slots after gathering fresh informa-
tion from its neighbors. It is possible to reserve different
number or different types of slots, and to use different slot
selection algorithms (a randomized scheme is used here).
The way E-TDMA combines contention and reservation
resembles the D-TDMA protocol in cellular networks [10],
where a user terminal uses contention to make its band-
width request known to the basestation, which then as-
signs the new slots based on the current schedules in the
cell. To send a request successfully in D-TDMA corre-
sponds to to obtain a temporary color in E-TDMA, for
both are permissions in a local region to reserve (poten-
tially many) new time slots. The difference is that while in
D-TDMA a basestation is central controller, in E-TDMA
there is no controller and a node with a temporary color
functions like a (temporary) local coordinator to reserve
its own new slots.
E. An example
We now illustrate via an example how E-TDMA updates
the schedules (Figure 3). There are 6 nodes (A to F ) in the
network, and the E-TDMA protocol has temporary colors
(tc1, tc2) and 4 permanent colors (pc1 to pc4). There are
4 information slots in an information frame (is1 to is4).
The original topology is shown in Figure 3.a. Suppose the
control schedule and the information schedule were both
conflict-free when they were generated according to the
original topology, and these schedules are shown in Fig-
ure 3.c. Suppose nodeE moved towards nodeC and a
new link appeared between them (Figure 3.b). This causes
conflict in the original schedules, and the corrupted sched-
ules are shown in Figure 3.d. Two transmissions, fromD
to C in is1 and fromF to E in is2, are corrupted, and they
need to reserve new time slots. We also assume that at the
same time, nodeA needs to reserve a new slot to transmit
to nodeB. So we will see how the protocol reallocates
conflicting transmissions and accommodates a new one.
When the next control epoch begins, the three nodesA, D
andF , which require new information slots, contend for
the temporary colors. Assume they all succeed, and nodes
A and D acquiretc1 and nodeF acquirestc2. In A1,
nodesA andD update their schedules after hearing broad-
cast from all their neighbors. Both of them schedule their
transmissions inis4. The partially updated schedules after
A1 are shown in Figure 3.e. InA2, nodeF with tc2 up-
dates its schedule. It picksi 3 for transmission to nodeE.
The updated schedules afterA2 are shown in Figure 3.f,
where the conflicting transmissions are reallocated to new
slots and the newly arrived transmission is also assigned
a slot. Although only unicast transmissions are shown in
(c). Original Schedules
A B C D E F
Trans, B Recv, A Recv, D Trans, C Trans, F Recv, E
Block_t Recv, C Trans, B   Block_tr Recv, F Trans, E
Recv, B Trans, A    Block_r Idle Idle Idle















A B C D E F
Trans, B Recv, A Collision Trans, C Trans, F Recv, E
Block_t Recv, C Trans, B   Block_tr Collision Trans, E
Recv, B Trans, A    Block_r Idle Idle Idle





color pc1, tc1 pc2 pc4 pc3, tc1 pc1 pc2, tc2
(e). Schedules after A1






(f). Schedules after A2
A B C D E F
Trans, B Recv, A Block_tr Block_r Trans, F Recv, E
Block_t Recv, C Trans, B   Block_r Block_r    Idle
Recv, B Trans, A    Block_tr Block_t Recv, F Trans, E





color pc1 pc2 pc4 pc3 pc1 pc2
Trans, B Recv, A Block_tr Block_r Trans, F Recv, E
Block_t Recv, C Trans, B   Block_r Block_r    Idle
Recv, B Trans, A    Block_r Idle Idle Idle
Trans, B Recv, A Recv, D Trans, C Block_tr Idle
pc1 pc2 pc4 pc3 pc1 pc2, tc1
Fig. 3. Schedule update of E-TDMA in a small network. There
are 4 permanent colors (pc1 to pc4), 2 temporary colors
(tc1, tc2) and 4 information slots (is1 to is4).
the example, multicasts and broadcasts can be handled in
similar ways.
III. SIMULATIONS
A. Implementation of E-TDMA
We have implemented the E-TDMA protocol with
ns2 [11]. There are 40 slots in an information frame,
each slots carries 32 bytes of information and a header
of 4 bytes. The guard time between the slots is 20µs.
Four information frames consist an information epoch. In
a control epoch, there is only 1 temporary color, and 8
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FPRP cycles are used in the contention phase for its as-
signment. There are 12 permanent colors. Transmission
rate is 1 Mbps. E-TDMA itself consumes 14% of the band-
width and the schedule update frequency (frequency of the
control epoch) is 17 Hz.
Because IP packets have variable lengths, a packet often
has to be transmitted in multiple time slots. Fragmentation
and re-assembly of the packet into MAC data frames is
necessary in this case. Besides slots required for user data
transmission, every node also reserves a broadcast slot in
the info schedule. This broadcast slot is used for trans-
mission of MAC control frames. IP packets generated by
routing protocols are often broadcast, and they can be very
irregular compared with other user data such as RTP voice
flows. Without reserving a broadcast slot in advance, the
delay for E-TDMA to reserve a slot upon the arrival of
an IP packet may be unbearable. This broadcast slot is
also used for sending user data packets when there is con-
trol packets to transmit. Transmission of an IP packet will
fail if a constituent MAC fragment suffers a collision. A
packet may also be dropped at the network layer if there
is no route to the destination, or at the link layer if the in-
terface queue is full (maximum length 50 packets used in
simulations). The routing protocol used with E-TDMA is
a QoS routing protocol based on AODV [12]. The proto-
col can establish bandwidth-reserved QoS routes for CBR
flows. It also maintains best-effort routes like the origi-
nal AODV protocol and uses them to transmit packets not
having their QoS routes established. We defer the reader
for details of this routing protocol to [13]. E-TDMA does
not work well with the original AODV protocol, which
changes routes frequently. Frequent route changes require
frequent slot reservations and puts a heavy burden on E-
TDMA. Routes are more stable with the QoS routing pro-
tocol mentioned here. The QoS routing protocol also re-
duces congestion by using bandwidth-reserved routes. Be-
cause the time frames in E-TDMA are pseudo-periodic
(i.e. the interleaved control epoch makes the information
frame aperiodic), an information slot cannot synchronize
with data packets. We do not require that a source gen-
erate one packet per frame or that a packet be transmitted
in a single time slot. When there are multiple flows be-
ing transmitted to a neighbor and time slots are reserved
for these flows, packets from these flows are multiplexed
and transmitted in all these slots. There is not one-to-one
mapping between a time slot and a flow.
We compare E-TDMA with the IEEE 802.11 protocol
via simulation. Because bandwidth cannot be reserved in
802.11, the QoS routing protocol mentioned early does not
apply. Instead, the original AODV protocol provided in
ns2 is used. The intent here is to see how the combination
of E-TDMA and AODV-inspired QoS routing compares
with the combination of 802.11 and pure AODV routing,
the latter operating in a more or less “best effort” mode.
B. Simulation scenarios
A simulated mobile ad hoc network is generated as fol-
lows. There are 25 nodes in the network, and they are
confined in a square area of 1000 m by 1000 m. The trans-
mission range of a node is 250 m. A modified “way-point”
movement model is used to model the random movement
of the nodes [14]. In the beginning, the nodes are ran-
domly placed in the area. Each node remains stationary
for a pause time, the duration of which follows an expo-
n ntial distribution with a mean of 10 seconds. The node
then chooses a random point in the area as its destination
and starts to move towards it. The speed of the movement
follows an uniform distribution between 0 and the maxi-
mal speedv. Network mobility is varied when we change
v. Different network scenarios forv= 0, 5, 10 m/s are gen-
erated. The scenariov = 0 represents a static network
with no link change. Atv = 10 m/s, on average a node
experiences a link change every 5 seconds. After reach-
ing a destination, a node pauses again and starts to move
towards another destination as previously described. This
process is repeated for the duration of the simulation (300
seconds). The only constraint of the movement pattern is
that it does not cause network partitions. Without network
partition, there is always a route from a source to a desti-
nation, so no packet is dropped because the destination is
unreachable. All dropped packets are due to network con-
gestion or temporary route failure. When the movement
pattern is generated, care is taken to prevent network par-
tition. If a partition occurs, the node causing the partition
randomly picks another destination and starts to move to-
wards it. The node does not pause in this case. An possible
example of this network is a group of soldiers moving on
foot in a loose formation. Changes in their relative posi-
tions are modeled by this movement pattern. In order for
the leader to issue command to his soldiers, no one is al-
lowed to stray away, therefore no partition occurs in the
n twork. User traffic is generated with constant-bit-rate
(CBR) sources, where the source and the destination of a
flow are chosen randomly among the nodes. During its
lifetime of 30 seconds, a CBR source generates 20 pack-
ets per second. A CBR source does not adjust its trans-
mission depending on the network congestion, and all 600
packets are always transmitted irrespective of how many
of them get through. There is no admission control for a
CBR source. The size of a CBR packet is 64 bytes, and
it becomes 84 bytes after an IP header is added. A packet
is transmitted in three time slots. The starting time of a
8






























Fig. 4. Packet throughput for E-TDMA and 802.11.


























Fig. 5. Average packet delay for E-TDMA and 802.11.
session (which consists of a single CBR packet flow) is
randomly chosen between 0 to 270 seconds, so a session
always ends naturally by the end of the simulation. The
offered traffic load is varied by increasing the number of
CBR sessions generated during the simulation from 20 to
360. Ten different traffic patterns are generated and their
simulation results are averaged. We measure the number
of packets received by the destinations and the average
packet delay. We also measure the number of sessions that
are serviced and average packet delay for these serviced
sessions. A session is called ”serviced” if at least 90% of
its packets are received by the destination. This is a mea-
surement of QoS provided to the application layer.
C. Simulation results
Figures 4 and 5 show the packet throughput and aver-
age packet delay of E-TDMA and 802.11 under different
traffic loads and node speeds. We start by looking at the
immobile case (v = 0). When the network is static, once
a slot is reserved it remains conflict-free. So this is the
ideal case for E-TDMA. When the network traffic is light,
both protocols deliver almost all the packets. The packet
delay is much lower with 802.11, because under low traf-
fic there is little collision, and a packet is usually trans-

























Fig. 6. Session good-put for E-TDMA and 802.11.


































Fig. 7. Average packet delay for serviced sessions for E-TDMA
and 802.11.
mitted successfully right away. With E-TDMA, a slot has
to be reserved first which causes a non-negligible delay.
When traffic gets heavy, more collisions (and backoffs)
take place with 802.11, and the throughput saturates. Be-
yond a threshold, packet delay with 802.11 increases dra-
matically. With E-TDMA, every transmission is collision-
free, which means its packet throughput increases steadily
until every slot is reserved. Average packet delay with
E-TDMA only increases slowly with offered traffic. Be-
cause a CBR source always transmits at the same rate, un-
der heavy traffic E-TDMA cannot reserve enough slots.
The network then becomes overloaded and packets are de-
layed and dropped. Compared with 802.11, E-TDMA is
more susceptible to nodal movement. When nodes start to
move, a slot reserved by E-TDMA can be corrupted and
frame collisions take place. An E-TDMA node needs to
contend again if it loses an information slot. It is also pos-
sible that the permanent color of a node becomes corrupted
and has to be discarded. Before this node reserves another
permanent color, it experiences a ”black-out” and colli-
sions could happen in its schedule. Every session pass-
ing through this node is affected. When this happens,
the routing protocol needs to find another route not us-
ing this node. In contrast, the 802.11 protocol does not
9





























E−TDMA, s = 320
802.11, s = 320
E−TDMA, s = 160
802.11, s = 160
E−TDMA, s = 40 
802.11, s = 40 
Fig. 8. Probability that a session is not serviced. Loads is the
number of sessions transmitted in 300 seconds.
maintain any channel state, and the medium is acquired by
RTS/CTS exchange for every packet. Mobility is handled
only at the network layer. When network topology changes
and a link breaks, the routing protocol reacts quickly by
changing to a different route. Such a route change, and
the resulting changes in bandwidth, are handled easily
by 802.11 and AODV. In comparison, these changes are
handled poorly by E-TDMA, especially with the original
AODV protocol (simulated but not shown). As a conse-
quence, E-TDMA degrades with node speed more quickly,
both in terms of packet throughput and packet delay. It is
expected that when node speed increases further E-TDMA
will become inferior to 802.11 and breakdown at some
point.
When compared at the session level (Figures 6 to 8), be-
havior of the two protocols becomes different from that at
the packet level. Although the packet throughput of 802.11
saturates when traffic gets heavier, the corresponding ses-
sion good-put decreases. This is because with 802.11, ev-
ery packet is transmitted in the channel on an equal basis,
and is equally likely to be dropped when traffic is heavy.
As more packets are dropped from all the sessions, fewer
sessions have 90% or more packets delivered, thus the ses-
sion good-put decreases. With E-TDMA, a session which
has its bandwidth reserved is guaranteed of its throughput,
and is therefore not affected by network congestion. The
session good-put is kept relatively high under heavy traf-
fic. However, the session good-put drops faster with node
speed than does the packet throughout. Compared with
v = 0, at v = 5 m/s only half as many sessions are ser-
viced, and atv = 10 m/s only one third of the sessions are
serviced. This is because once a session is broken by some
topological change, it may not restore its time slots, or the
delay of doing so is long and many packets are dropped.
This is not a problem with 802.11. In fact when nodes
move, under light traffic the session good-put is lower with
E-TDMA than with 802.11, due to the delay required to
restore the corrupted time slots. A serviced session often
suffers little disturbance during its lifetime, and its packet
delay is well below the average delay of all packets (Fig-
ure 7). It is clear that 802.11 is better suited for light traffic
and highly mobile networks, whereas E-TDMA is better
suited for heavy traffic and less mobile networks.
Besides CBR traffic, we also experimented with send-
ing TCP traffic and confirmed that E-TDMA and TCP do
not work well together. Because a TCP source adjusts
its transmission based on its throughput, its transmission
rate varies with time. E-TDMA has difficulty calculating
and reserving a stable bandwidth for a TCP session. This
then couples with the positive feedback nature of TCP and
the resulting throughput is much lower than 802.11. More
work is needed if E-TDMA is to be used to carry TCP traf-
fic.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A new protocol for generating and maintaining conflict-
free TDMA transmission schedules for mobile ad hoc net-
works has been developed. It is based on the idea of fre-
quently updating the current TDMA schedules on a local
basis by many nodes in many parts of the network simul-
taneously. It is, in fact, a hybrid scheme which uses con-
tention to determine the set of nodes which can make new
slot reservations at a given instance. By using contention,
the operation of a node is only affected by those nodes
in its two-hop neighborhood, and the algorithm is insen-
sitive to the network size. Consequently the protocol is
scalable and can be used for large or dynamic networks.
The schedules of the entire network evolve over time to
accommodate changes in both the network topology and
in the bandwidth requirements. E-TDMA is unique in
that it uses a separate, dynamically maintained broadcast
schedule (ctrl schedule) to exchange scheduling infor-
mation between nodes, and uses limited contention for
ignaling; in the schedule used for user data transmission
(info schedule), a node can reserve and mix different
kind of transmissions (unicast, multicast and broadcast)
fr ely. It is designed for heavy CBR traffic under low to
medium network mobility. Its performance has been stud-
ied with simulations and is compared with that of the IEEE
802.11 protocol. Simulation results showed that E-TDMA
works better under heavy CBR traffic, producing higher
throughput and lower delay.
V. A PPENDIX: PSEUDO-CODE OFE-TDMA
Parameters of E-TDMA{
number of permanent colorsM ;
number of temporary colorsN ;
PC = {all permanent colors}, TC = {all temporary colors};
ctrl frame = PC ∪ TC;
10
number of information framesK in an information epoch;
number of information slotsL in an information frame;
info frame = {all information slots};
life time of a neighbor nodenb ttl;
}
Data structure E-TDMA{
Data maintained at a node{
my id;
my ctrl schedule;
my permanent color = {c ∈ PC, state(c) = Trans};
my temporary color = {c ∈ TC, state(c) = Trans};
/* a node has at most 1 permanent and 1 temporary color */
my info schedule;
information about a slot (color)s in my info(ctrl) schedule
is referred to asmy state(s) andmy target(s);
a listNB of 1-hop neighbors and their schedules, where an entry
contains: (id, ctrl schedule, info schedule, exp time);
information ofni ∈ NB in a slots is referred to as:
NB(ni) → state(s);
NB(ni) → target(s);
NB(ni) → exp time;
}
Information contained in a schedule-update packet (su packet) {
(id, ctrl schedule, info schedule);
} /* su packet should be encoded efficiently */
}
/* A node resets its states andNB list when powered on */
function nodeinitialization(){
NB = ∅;
for (∀s ∈ ctrl frame ∪ info frame)
{ my state(s) = Idle; }
}
/* A node contends for a temporary color for permission */
/* to reserve a permanent color or information slots */
function contentionphase(){
if (my permanent color = ∅ || need new info slots){
contend for a temporary color with FPRP;
if (succeed to acquiretc ∈ TC) {
my state(tc) = Trans;




/* In the allocation phase a node updates its schedules */
function allocationphase(){
at the beginning ofA phase{
for (∀ni ∈ NB, NB(ni) → exp time < current time) {
deleteni from NB;
for (∀s ∈ ctrl frame ∪ info frame,
(my state(s) = Recv ||my state(s) = Trans)





} /* delete obsolete neighbors and release unused slots */
in a slotc {
if (c = my permanent color) {
send (my id,my ctrl schedule,my info schedule)
in asu packet;
} /* transmit schedules to the neighbors */
else if (c = my temporary color) {
if (it is the cth A frame){
if (my permanent color = ∅)
{ reservepermanentcolor();}
if (my permanent color 6= ∅ && need new info slot)
{ reserveinfomation slot();}
} /* make new reservations */
send (my id,my ctrl schedule,my info schedule)
in asu packet;
}
else{ /* listen for the schedules of others */
listen for any incomingsu packet;
if (receive an error freesu packet from nodeni) {
if (ni 6∈ NB) {
addni to NB;
} /* add a new neighbor */
NB(ni) → ctrl schedule = su packet → ctrl schedule;
NB(ni) → info schedul = su packet → info schedule;
NB(ni) → exp time = current time + nb ttl;
updatemy schedule();
} /* update the schedules based on this packet */
if (receive a packet with error){
my state(c) = Collision;
} /* this color is now has a collision */
}
}
at the end ofA phase{
if (my temporary color 6= ∅)
{ my state(my temporary color) = Idle; }
} /* invalidate the temporary color */
}
/* Reserve a permanent color inctrl schedule */
function reservepermanentcolor(){
if (∃ a colorc ∈ PC, my state(c) = Idle) {
my state(c) = Trans;
my target(c) = Broadcast;
} /* when there are more than onec, choose one randomly */
}
/* Reserve an information slot ininfo schedule */
function reserveinfomation slot(){
for every required info slot to transmit toR ⊆ NB {
if (∃ a slots ∈ info frame,
((my state(s) = Idle || my state(s) = Block r)
&& (NB(ni) → state(s) = Idle ||
NB(ni) → state(s) = Block t,∀ni ∈ R)) {
my state(s) = Trans;
my target(s) = R;
} /* when there are more than ones, choose one randomly */
}
}
/* Update myctrl schedule andinfo schedule */
/* based on the schedules of the 1-hop neighbors */
function updatemy schedule(){
for (∀s ∈ ctrl frame ∪ info frame) {







/* Check a slot when I transmit */
function checktransmissionslot(s) {
for (∀ni ∈ my target(s)) {
statei = NB(ni) → state(s);
targeti = NB(ni) → target(s);
if (statei = Collision || statei = Block r ||
statei = Block tr || (statei = Recv &&
targeti 6= my id)) {
checkpassiveslot(s);
} /* stop transmission when error occurs */
}
}
/* Check a slot when I do not transmit */
function checkpassiveslot(s) {
num trans neighbor = 0;
num trans to me = 0;
num recv neighbor = 0;
for (∀ni ∈ NB) {
if (NB(ni) → state(s) = Trans) {
num trans neighbor + +;
if (my id ∈ NB(ni) → target(s) ||
NB(ni) → target(s) = Broadcast) {
my target(s) = ni;
num trans to me + +;
}
}
else if (NB(ni) → state(s) = Recv &&
my id 6∈ NB(ni) → target(s))
{ num recv neighbor + +; }
}
if (num trans to me > 0) {
if (num trans neighbor > 1)
{ my state(s) = Collision; }
else
{ my state(s) = Recv; }
return;
}
if (num recv neighbor ≥ 1 &&
num trans neighbor ≥ 1)
{ my state(s) = Block tr; }
if (num recv neighbor ≥ 1 &&
num trans neighbor = 0)
{ my state(s) = Block t; }
if (num recv neighbor = 0 &&
num trans neighbor ≥ 1)
{ my state(s) = Block r; }
if (num recv neighbor = 0 &&
num trans neighbor = 0)
{ my state(s) = Idle; }
}
/* Stop transmissions in slots I do not need */
function releaseunusedinformation slot(){
for (∀s ∈ info schedule, my state(s) = Trans) {




/* Transmits or receives in information slot withinfo schedule */
function information slot(s) {
if (my state(s) = Trans && my target(s) = R) {
transmit an information packet (or a fragment thereof) toR;
}
else if (my state(s) = Recv && my target(s) = ni) {
listen for an information packetinfo packet from ni;
if ( info packet is error free){
passinfo packet to upper layer;
}
else if (info packet has error){
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